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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Riaz A. Usmani, Applied Linear Algebra (Dekker, New York, 1987) 258 pages 
Chupler 1: Vector Spaces Fields. Vector spaces. Matrices Other examples of vector spaces. Subspaces 
Linear dependence, basis, and dimension. Linear dependence of a set of functions. Vector norms and 
inner products Chupter2: Mutnces Product of two matrices. The operation of transposition. Inversion. 
Inverses for some special matrices: Band matrices. The row and column spaces of a matrix, nullspace 
of a matrix, elementary matrices. Chupfer 3: Generuhzed Inverses Right and left inverses Prmclple of 
least squares. Matrix methods for least squares problems. The Moore-Penrose inverse. Chapter 4 Lmear 
Transformutrons Defnutlon and examples. The matrix of a linear transformation. Transition matrix and 
change of basis. Chapter 5. The Elgenvalue Problem. Elgenvalues and etgenvectors Eigenvalues of some 
special matrices. Spectral theorem. Jordan’s canonical form. Posmve defuute matrlces Chapter 6 
Functrons of a Matrtx Introductron. Func?lons of a matrix defined by a power series Evaluation of 
exp(tA) by the Laplace transform method Chupter 7. Irreducrble and Monotone Matrices Irreducible 
matrices Monotone matrices. Application to the two-point linear boundary value problem Nonlinear 
two-point boundary value problem Appendrx- Determmants and Lmear Equations. Determmants. 
Lmear equations. 
S. Yu. Maslov, Theory of Deductive Systems and Its Applications, Translated by 
Michael Gelfond and Vladimir Lifschitz (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1987) 151 
pages 
Chapter 1: Rules of the Game. PART I* MATHEMATICS OF CALCULI. Chapter 2. Post’s Canonical Systems. 
Chapter 3. Deductrve Systems and Aigonthms Chapter 4: Probabihstrc Calcuh and Deductive 
Infortnutron. PART II. HORIZONTAL MODELING Chapter 5 A Toy Economy Chapter 6. Calcuh of 
Technologrcal Possrbdrtres Chapter 7. Development by Rules PART III: VERTICAL MODELING Chapter 
8. To Fight und to Search The Theory of Derrvatlon Search Chapter 9. The P ,ymmetry of Cognrtrve 
Mechamsms 
Anne von der Lieth Gardner, An Artificial Intelligence Approach to Legal 
Reasoning (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1987) 225 pages 
Chapter 1. Introdt&ron. Some aspects of legal reasoning. Choosing a legal reasoning task A ple~~ew 
Chapter 2. Design I The Place of Rules. lntroductlon Legal theories and AI paradigms Rules for 
contract law Chapter 3. Desrgn II. When the Rules Run Out The problem of applymg a rule The 
problem of hard and easy questrons. Heurlstlcs for resolving easy questlons Representing and usmg 
cases. Approaches to hard questions. Chapter 4: Related Work. Legal theory and computer programs. 
Rule-based programs Example-based programs. More general programs. A misuse of programs 
Chapter 5 Representmg Problems Representation issues Basic elements of the representation 
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Knowledge about domam entitles Representing reported speech Chopter 6. Representing and Using 
Leg01 Knowledge Scope of the knowledge base. A transitton network for the sequence of legal events. 
Legal rules. Orgamzatlon and structure. Legal rules* Antecedents Examples Chopter 7. Program 
Performonce. Analyzmg an event and summarlzmg the analysis Full analysis of the salt problem. 
Analyses of other problems. Chapter 8. Conclusron. Index 
